First Steps

After the MxDisplay has been connected, it starts and shows the date and time (stand-by mode). You see at one glance:

1. The number of the visitor(s) who rang the door bell, when this happened and how many events occurred (tapping on the corresponding icon shows the event image to the last event).
2. The temperature of the selected sensor (only available if an MX-GPS-Box has been integrated).
3. The number of visitors rang the door bell.
4. The current door state (open/closed).
5. The image brightness, to select preconfigured image sections, adjust the volume of the ringing tone, start a snapshot recording, talk to visitors at the door, open the door and switch lights.

In the main menu, you activate the “Do not disturb” function (button (2) or by tapping on the Home button (3) for all connected devices.

The Main Menu

You can open the system settings (key (7)) of the first camera in the camera list and you can select cameras from the camera list (8) by pulling down the camera bar at the top and tapping on the desired camera. The system settings include the basic settings as well as the “favorites” that can open the system settings (9). The camera list can show different cameras of the same door. Double-tapping into the live image shows an enlarged detail view. Double-tapping again to the left of the live image shows the list of mailbox messages. Double-tapping to the left of the live image shows the list of all other events and a list of the mailbox messages.

In the Main Menu, you can:

- Access the settings (Settings) and help you to set up and configure the MxDisplay.
- Enter the main menu (1) and select several steps to add and configure door stations and cameras. It assists you in selecting the door stations and help you to set up and configure the MxDisplay.
- Open the doors (Door button (4)) and to switch light, tap on the Light button (3) and to switch light, tap on the Light button (3).
- Show the sliders (Intercom) in the Live view, you can see the live image of each camera integrated in the system. To speak to a visitor at the door, tap and hold the green receiver button (4).
- The player control panel (5) to open the player. In the player, tap on the keys (6) to move within one recording. Tap on the Playback button (2) again to stop playback.

Configuration and Access Control

You can change this behavior in the Settings menu (1) in the main menu. The wizard also assists you in assigning door bells and setting the time server. Regardless of whether you want to change the bell behavior, adjust device-specific settings or sets device-specific parameters for this MxDisplay: screen saver, language and brightness, password. The wizard also assists you in assigning door bells and setting the time server. This menu item contains the “System Settings All at One Location” (System Settings) that allows to assign door bells, to configure camera list (Camera List), to open the camera strip, then tap and hold on one of the live images. Several icons are available (Keys) and can be assigned to different event list displays (Event List). The list shows all recorded events with a preview image, the date and time of the event, the visitor list shows all new events in the top left corner of the screen (List/Event), all mailbox messages are listed in one list and all other events are listed in another list. Tap again on the List/Event button (2) to switch between lists.

This quick start guide introduces the MxDisplay and contains help to access and configure the MxDisplay.
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FAQs (continued)
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